INTERNATIONAL DAY ON MONUMENTS AND SITES

Title of the event: **Heritage for Generations. From the Liepu boulevard to the Symbol of Independence**

Organizers: Zemaičiai Art Museum, ICOMOS Lithuania

When: April 28, 2018, 11:00 A.M.

Where: Zemaičiai Art Museum, Parko str. 1, Plunge LT-90311, Lithuania

What:
- An opening of the historical iconographical exhibition „From the Liepu boulevard to the Symbol of Independence“;
- Lecture/discussion “The legacy of interwar period (1918-1940) architecture in Lithuania: monuments and spaces of everyday life“ (dr. V. Petrulis, member of ICOMOS Lithuania, ISC on 20th Century Heritage);
- Guided tour optional to the Independence boulevard or Oginskiu Manor House and park.

Official contact: Jolanta Skurdauskiene, Deputy Director of the Zemaiciai Art Museum, Parko g. 3a, Plungė, +370 448 52781, jolantaskurd@gmail.com

Official website: www.oginski.lt/en; www.icomos.lt